
Genuine Accessories

Colorado and Colorado 7



Like the Colorado, Genuine 
Holden Accessories are 
designed to cope with the 
harshest conditions and not 
let you down.

Don’t just take our word 
for it. See the testing in 
action at:  
www.holden.com.au/
colorado/accessories

Genuine  
Holden  
Accessories
They’ve got  
your back.

Rigorous  
testing
Only Genuine Holden Accessories are tested to  
Holden’s highest quality standards and meet or exceed  
all relevant Australian regulatory requirements.

Take the Crew Cab Hard Tonneau. We have tested  
it relentlessly at magnified levels; at below freezing  
temperatures to searing solar load heat tests. Not only 
does it look great with its fully integrated design, you  
know it’s built with quality for long lasting toughness  
and durability.

Warranty 

You want your Colorado accessories to stand the  
test of time. That is why at Holden we go to extremes  
to make sure they won’t fail when the going gets  
tough. You automatically receive a 3yr/100,000km 
warranty on every Genuine Holden Accessory that  
is fitted by your Holden Dealer prior to taking delivery  
of your new Colorado.

Seamless  
integration
Only Holden Genuine Accessories are integrated  
into the design of the Colorado from the very start.  
They are fully tested by engineers to ensure they  
fit perfectly, look great and get the job done  
every time.

Holden’s Genuine bull bar has been styled and 
engineered specifically to work “as one” with your new 
Colorado. The bull bar has been tested in the laboratory 
and at the proving ground to ensure there is no adverse 
impact on the Colorado’s complex safety systems, airflow 
to the vehicle’s cooling system or its long term integration 
to the vehicle’s chassis frame.

Confidence and 
convenience 
Proving the quality of Genuine Holden Accessories  
is one thing. Standing behind them long after they  
have left our dealerships is another.

You can purchase Genuine Holden Accessories  
with confidence and peace of mind, through the vast  
support network of Holden Dealers nationwide –  
ready to help you with sales, support and advice  
whenever you need it.



LTZ 4x4 Crew Cab Pick up in Royal Grey

Crew Cabs and Colorado 7s when fitted  
with Genuine bull bar and polished alloy SuperBar  
maintain ANCAP 5 star safety rating. 

Exterior and Protection Interior

Genuine Holden Accessories.  
Tough enough for your all-new Colorado.

LTZ 4x4 Crew Cab Pickup in Sizzle
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01 3 Piece hard tonneau cover 
Secure and protect your cargo 
with this stylised lid. Requires 
sports bar. Sports bar shown  
in black+ (Crew Cab only)

02 Soft tonneau cover†

03 Roof racks 
75kg load capacity on Crew Cab 
models. 100 kg load capacity 
on Colorado 7 cross bars

04 Canopy 
Side and rear lifting windows 
(Crew Cab only)

05 1 Piece hard tonneau cover 
Secure and protect your  
cargo with this stylized lid 
(Crew Cab only)

06 Cargo liner 
Protect the cargo bed of your 
pickup and enhance your 
potential resale

07 Heavy duty tub mat 
Protect the bed of your 
Colorado pickup

08 Snorkel kit*# 
Fully explore the off-road 
ability of your Colorado while 
protecting your engine from 
ingress of water

09 Smoked bonnet protector 
Protect your bonnet from 
kicked up stones and dirt 

10 Towing package 
3.5 tonne capacity on 2.8L 
Colorado models. 3 tonne 
capacity on 2.5L Colorado  
and Colorado 7 models 

11 Slimline weathershields^  
Deflects wind and rain

12 Bull bar – steel 
Full integrated with the design of 
the vehicle. Colorado Crew Cab 
and Colorado 7 models maintain 
ANCAP 5 star safety rating 
when fitted with the Holden 
Genuine Accessory bull bar

13 Nudge bar 
Designed and tested to 
work with your vehicle’s 
safety systems. Tubular alloy 
construction. Features provision 
for mounting two driving lamps

14 Roof spoiler 
Add a touch of style with this 
design integrated accessory 
(Colorado 7 only)

15 Headlamp protectors 
Protection from stone chips 
and bugs

16 Side step package† 
(Space Cab and Crew Cab only)

17 Polished alloy SuperBar 
A stylish addition to you new 
Colorado. Designed and fully 
tested by Holden. Colorado 
Crew Cab and Colorado 7 
models maintain ANCAP 5 star 
safety rating when fitted with 
the Holden Genuine Accessory 
SuperBar
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18 Front bucket seat covers 
Neoprene seat covers styled  
to fit the contours of the seats

19 Rear seat cover  
Neoprene seat covers styled  
to fit the contours of the seats 
(Crew Cab LTZ, Colorado 7 
only. Crew Cab model shown  
– also available for 2nd and  
3rd row to suit Colorado 7)

20 Rear all-weather floor mat 
One piece moulded design 
(Crew Cab, Colorado 7 only)

21 Rear carpet floor mat 
One piece moulded design 
(Crew Cab, Colorado 7 only)

22 Front all-weather floor mats  
Protect your Colorado with 
these fully tailored, high quality 
mats with floor retaining clips

23 Front carpet floor mats 
Protect your Colorado with 
these fully tailored, high quality 
mats with floor retaining clips

24 Rigid cargo barrier  
Protect your vehicle’s occupants 
from loose items in the cargo 
area with a specially designed 
steel cargo barrier. Cargo barrier 
restricts use of 3rd row seats. 
Colorado 7 only 

25 Reverse camera~+ 
Add confidence and safety 
when reversing – available for  
all models including Genuine 
Tray bodies

Snorkel kit

Sports bar 
(Available in polished alloy or black)

Steel bull bar

Side step package†Towing package
Nudge bar
(Available in polished alloy or black)

3 Piece hard tonneau cover

Roof racks

Weathershields
Weathershields

Bonnet protector

Colorado 7 LTZ in Blue Mountain

 +  Polished alloy sports  
bar standard on LTZ

 *  2.8L diesel models only
 ^  Set of 4 for Crew Cab depicted
 #  Refer to owners manual  

for wading depth
 †  Standard on LTZ and Colorado 7

 ~  Standard on LTZ
 +  Reverse camera not  

available on DX
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Headlamp protectors  
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Cover image: Colorado LTZ 4x4 Crew Cab Pickup in Sizzle fitted with extra cost accessories. 

Variations between colours shown and actual paint colours/interior trim colours may occur due to the printing process. 

A word about this brochure. We have tried to make this brochure as comprehensive and factual as possible. However, since the time of printing some of the information you’ll find here may have been updated. Also, 
some of the equipment shown or described through this brochure may have been changed and/or is available at extra cost. Further, GM Holden Ltd ABN 84 006 893 232 (Holden), reserves the right to make 
changes at any time without notice, in prices, colours, materials, equipment and models. Your Holden Dealer has details, and before ordering, you should ask them to bring you up to date. No Holden Dealer or other 
person is authorised or permitted to give or make any statement, assertion or undertaking in relation to the quality, performance characteristics, descriptions or fitness for any purpose of any Holden product which 
is at variance with any written statement, assertion or undertaking on any of these subjects given or made by Holden in its published sales literature, and Holden does not accept any liability for any such unauthorised 
action. Holden has authorised Dealers in many parts of Australia for the sale of service parts and the provision of service to owners of Holden’s products. Every endeavour is made to ensure that such Dealers carry 
adequate stocks of service parts, but Holden doesn’t make any promise other than that contained in the New Vehicle Warranty given by Holden that such parts or service facilities will be available at any specific 
location or at any particular time. Express warranties offered for Holden products are subject to the conditions set out in all vehicle handbooks. Details also available from Holden on request. Copyright Holden. 
October 2013. TANK 10391 AD13309
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Polished alloy SuperBar    

Bonnet protector    

Bull bar – steel    

Canopy (pickup models only) 

Cargo liner  

Driving lamp package – rectangular    

Hard tonneau cover (non sports bar compatible) 

Hard tonneau cover (sports bar compatible) 

Headlamp protectors    

Nudge bar – polished alloy or black finish    

Reverse camera*^    

Rubber load area mat (pickup models only)  

Side steps package*+  

Slimline weathershields    

Sports bar* (pickup models only. Polished alloy or black finish,  
polished alloy standard on LTZ)

 

Soft tonneau cover (for guard frame version)  

Soft tonneau cover* (sports bar compatible)  

Tie-down – strap kit   

Tray – heavy duty aluminium   

Tray – heavy duty galvanised steel   

Rear parking sensors (pickup models only)+  

Essentials pack
Carpet or all-weather floor mats

Headlamp protectors

Slimline weathershields (front only)

Bonnet protector 

Predator pack (Crew Cab)
Polished alloy SuperBar

Hard tonneau cover

Sports bar*

Cargo liner

Trade Pack (Colorado)
Tow bar kit

Nudge bar

Cargo liner

Reverse camera (standard on LTZ)

holden.com.au/accessories
Genuine Holden Accessory Warranty  Every new Genuine Holden Accessory fitted at the time of purchase of a new Holden vehicle comes under the 
New Vehicle Warranty, and is covered for 3 years from the date of first registration or 100,000 kilometres, whichever comes first. Subsequent purchases 
of Genuine Holden Accessories are covered for 2 years from the date of purchase or 50,000 kilometres, whichever comes first. Refer to the enclosed 
‘Holden Voluntary Warranty’ flyer for full terms, conditions and exclusions.
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Roof cross bars  

Roof mounted bicycle carrier 

Roof mounted ski carrier  

Roof spoiler 

Snorkel kit (2.8L diesel only)    

Tow bar kit    

Trailer harness    

Wheel lock nuts    

Interior
Anti-zap jumper leads    

Carpet floor mats    

All-weather floor mats    

First aid kit    

Safety triangle package    

Seat covers    

Sheepskin seat inserts – bucket    

Cargo net 

Rigid cargo barrier 

Nullarbor pack (Crew Cab)
Tow bar kit 

Steel bull bar

Snorkel kit (2.8L diesel only)

Driving lamp package 

Cargo liner

Nullarbor pack (Colorado 7)
Tow bar kit

Steel bull bar

Snorkel kit

Driving lamp package

Roof cross bars

Volcanic pack (Crew Cab)
Nudge bar (black)

Sports bar (black)

Bonnet protector

Colorado accessory pack suggestions

Genuine Holden Accessories

	 available 
 * standard on LTZ
 ̂  not available for DX 
 + standard on Colorado 7




